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The "DOSIS" project was launched

with the objective of developing an

optimized, combined and high-

resolution approach to address key

geophysical and geological

questions regarding site

investigations of potential

repositories in Germany. As part of

the project, Fresnel volume

migration is being expanded so

that anisotropy and anelastic

attenuation can be taken into

account for a detailed

characterization of the complex

geology in the "Asse" area.

Fresnel volume migration (FVM)

is based on the classical Kirchhoff

prestack depth migration (KPSDM)

method. In contrast to KPSDM, the

migration operator in FVM is

restricted to the physically

relevant part around the actual

reflection point with the aid of

Fresnel volumes. This approach

enables focused imaging, even of

steep and complex structures such

as the flanks of salt bodies or faults

in the subsurface, as present in our

investigation area of the "Asse" salt

mine.

VTI media (left) and TTI media (right) (Schulze, 2014).

The 3D Wavefront

Construction (WFC)

approach is a ray-based

traveltime calculation tool. It

operates by propagating rays

through a three-dimensional

medium by solving the

kinematic ray-tracing equa-

tions at regular time intervals

(Δt). At each time step, a new

triangulated wavefront is

generated based on the

positions of ray endpoints. If

neighboring ray endpoints are

too distant, new rays are

interpolated. The program is

able to compute travel times

for anisotropic media (VTI,

TTI) (Schulze, 2014).
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Comparison of KPSDM (left) and FVM (right)

(Hlousek et al., 2015).

Principle of ray propagation and

interpolation of new rays in the WFC

approach (Schulze, 2014).
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During the winter months of

2019/2020, the Bundesgesellschaft

für Endlagerung (BGE) conducted

a 3D seismic survey in the vicinity

of the “Asse II” salt mine. The

acquisition layout of the 3D seismic

data set is illustrated in the figure

on the left. A total of 36.137 source

positions (Vibroseis and dynamite)

and 44.677 receiver positions were

utilized. The 2D test line

investigated in our study is

indicated by a black line and

comprises 744 source and 101

receiver locations.
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Comparison of KPSDM (a+c, left) and FVM (b+d, right) for isotropic (a+b) and TTI traveltimes (c+d).

Seismic waves travelling

through the subsurface en-

counter anelastic attenuation,

resulting in amplitude decay

and phase distortion of the

wavelet. The seismic quality

factor Q quantifies the

anelastic attenuation of the

media under examination. To

account for this, we integrated

compensation of attenuation by

incorporating an anti-

dissipation filter into the

migration operator. In synthetic

tests, we attempted to replicate

the elastic wavefield by

compensating the anelastic

propagated waves. Our

objective is to accurately image

the true reflectivity of the

subsurface.
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Anti-dissipation filter in frequency domain (Xie et al., 2010):

Q compensation test 

for a synthetic data set.

The seismic imaging results were obtained by application of KPSDM and FVM to the 2D test line extracted from the Asse 3D

seismic data set. FVM effectively reduces a substantial portion of migration noise. Furthermore, the consideration of

anisotropy helps to eliminate artifacts and accurately positions reflectors within the subsurface.
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